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ABSTRACT
For online life service platforms, such as Meituan, user consumption intention, as the internal driving force of consumption behaviors, plays a signi�cant role in understanding and predicting
users’ demand and purchase. However, user consumption intention
prediction is quite challenging. Di�erent from consumption behaviors, consumption intention is implicit and always not re�ected by
behavioral data. Moreover, it is a�ected by both user intrinsic preference and spatio-temporal context. To overcome these challenges,
in Meituan, we design a real-world system consisting of two stages,
intention detection and prediction. Speci�cally, at the intentiondetection stage, we combine the knowledge of human experts and
consumption information to obtain explicit intentions and match
consumption with intentions based on user review data. At the
intention-prediction stage, to collectively exploit the rich heterogeneous in�uencing factors, we design a graph neural network-based
intention prediction model GRIP, which can capture user intrinsic
preference and spatio-temporal context. Extensive o�ine evaluations demonstrate that our prediction model outperforms the best
baseline by 10.26% and 33.28% for two metrics and online A/B tests
on millions of users validate the e�ectiveness of our system.
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INTRODUCTION

Meituan, similar as Yelp, is one of the largest consumption portalplatforms around the world connecting more than 100 million of
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daily consumers and various local services, including food, entertainment, shopping, etc. Users �nd and browse local services
in Meituan before consumption, and complete digital payment in
Meituan after consumption. The platform collects users’ consumption behaviors and provides personalized experiences, including
personalized recommendation, itinerary planning, etc., supported
by understanding and predicting of users’ consumption behaviors.
The current solutions for consumption prediction is to directly
learn from users’ historical behaviors, such as collaborative �ltering [11, 17, 25] based on the similarity of historical behaviors.
However, directly and merely learning from consumption behaviors is su�ering from two limitations at two perspectives. First,
the consumption behavior on a speci�c service may happen by
coincidence. In other words, there are many replaceable services
and the consumed one may be chosen accidentally. On a deeper
level, the consumption behavior is internally driven by the user’s
demand. For example, a user wants to have a rest at a co�ee bar and
coincidentally choose Starbucks, although Costa is also a promising
choice. A model directly learning from consumption behaviors may
think the user dislike Costa. Second, the same service may satisfy
di�erent types of demands for di�erent users. For example, a user
consumes at Starbucks to have a rest, while another user is due to
hold a remote meeting. Thus, predicting users’ future consumption
behaviors merely and directly based on historical behaviors may
cause biases, leading to sub-optimal prediction results.
As a result, understanding and predicting users’ demand, which
can be formally named as user consumption intention prediction, is
a convincing and reasonable approach to aid the prediction of user
consumption behavior. In general, the problem of consumption
intention prediction can be de�ned as predicting a user’s desire
or demand that driven him/her to consume a kind of service or
product, such as to have a rest or hold a remote meeting. Nevertheless,
developing prediction models of user consumption intention for
real-world scenarios is quite challenging due to three aspects.
• First, the consumption intention is always implicit and
hard to capture. Compared with consumption behaviors, the
consumption intention re�ects a more �ne-grained user preference. As mentioned above, it serves as the internal driving force,
and the same consumption behavior may be driven by di�erent
consumption intentions. As a result, consumption intention is
not explicitly re�ected by the behavioral data, which is the most
critical issue in intention prediction.
• Second, the consumption intention is highly a�ected by
user intrinsic preference and spatio-temporal context. In
the real world, the consumption intention is dynamic and can
be largely a�ected by the spatio-temporal context, besides user
intrinsic preference such as taste style, consumption level, etc.
For example, a consumption intention of having a rest is more
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Figure 1: The framework of our user consumption intention
detection and prediction system.
likely to happen at weekends and entertainment areas. Thus,
combining the modeling of user intrinsic preference and spatiotemporal context is essential but challenging.
• Third, the internal structure of consumption intention is
complex. Consumption intention itself is in a complex structure,
making it di�cult to learn. Some kinds of consumption intentions,
although not the same, are highly correlated, such as to have
lunch and have dinner. More speci�cally, these intentions can be
classi�ed into the clustering structure, of which the intentions
belonging to one same cluster are highly correlated and similar,
while there are great contrasts among the intentions belonging
to di�erent clusters.
There is seldom work well exploring the problem of consumption intention prediction due to these above-mentioned challenges.
There are some works using the term, intention, to refer to the behavior [22, 32, 33], product category [5] or query word [8], which
do not conform to the precise de�nition of consumption intention.
There are some other works [21, 31, 35] using the term, intention,
to refer to user latent factor in behavior-prediction models, while
the concept of intention in these works is still vague and unseen.
We develop the Meituan’s intention prediction system in a twostage manner, as shown in Figure 1, to address these challenges.
• The �rst stage is consumption intention detection. Although
the consumption intention is not explicitly re�ected by user
behavior , users tend to write reviews mentioning why they consume the product or service. Thus, taking advantage of the user
review data, we propose a simple yet e�ective keyword matching
method for detecting and classifying consumption intentions.
• The second stage is consumption intention prediction. To
model both the user intrinsic preferences and spatio-temporal
context, we build a dual-stage graph neural network model GRIP,
namely GRaph neural network for Intention Prediction, which
can not only learn from users’ long-term interactions but also
capture the e�ect of spatio-temporal context. To be more speci�c,
with shared embedding layers between two graph neural networks, we design two graph convolutional layers to extract two
kinds of e�ects, respectively. As for the third challenge of the complex internal structure of intention, we propose to disentangle
the latent representations of intentions, with the disentangling
loss that supervises the learning to meet the clustering structure.
The contribution of this work can be summarized as follows.

• To the best of our knowledge, we take the �rst step into the problem of consumption intention prediction, which is a real-world
problem with high value and wide applications. The consumption
intention serves as the driving force of consumption behavior,
and we detect and de�ne 19 types of intentions in Meituan.
• We develop a system in Meituan consisting of consumption intention detection and prediction. We �rst propose to explicitly reveal
consumption intentions from users’ review data. We then design
a dual graph convolutional network model GRIP for capturing
both the users’ intrinsic preferences and the e�ect of spatiotemporal context. We develop a disentangling loss function for
modeling the clustering-structure of intentions to enhance the
intention’s representation learning.
• We evaluate our system via both o�ine experiments and online
A/B tests. The experimental results show that our consumption
intention prediction model, GRIP, e�ectively outperforms a group
of state-of-the-art prediction methods and shows vigorous contribution on 6%-66% improvements in prediction performance. The
online industrial results reveal that even with a simple prediction
method, our system achieves average relative improvements of
about 1.55% on Page View and 5.15% on Page View for Cold-start
Customers. Moreover, compared with baseline prediction method,
our GRIP achieves 44.72% improvements on prediction precision
and 84.96% improvements on Customer Growth.
.

2

CONSUMPTION INTENTION DETECTION

To discover users’ explicit desire or demand from their consumption data, we propose an e�ective method to detect consumption
intentions and match consumption with intentions based on reviews. It has been shown that reviews, as a natural source of data
to exploit, can be intended to ‘explain’ the underlying dimensions
behind users’ decisions [2, 23, 35, 41]. Reviews are much more expressive with text and useful to infer the consumption intention
of users, compared with interaction data, which may be sparse
or noisy. Speci�cally, we �rst set a series of classi�cations of consumption intentions with the help of human experts and historical
consumption data. Then, we propose a keyword matching method
to match each consumption with a intention. The architecture of
this process is illustrated in Figure 2, and we elaborate on the design
of these two stages as following.

2.1

Explicit Consumption Intention Setup

We aim to set explicit consumption intention utilizing consumption
data on the life service platform. For di�erent kinds of users, their
consumption intentions are highly related to their preference or
habits. For example, white-collar workers may have higher demand
for cooking at home than students. In addition, the consumption
intentions for life service are strongly relevant to location and
time of users’ visits. For example, users tend not to have the desire
to do car maintenance in the morning of a working day. So to
consider the in�uence of all these factors, we use a tuple of (user
attributes, time, location) to objectively describe the conditions of
each consumption, and we name it as, user scene.
As showing in Figure 2, with the consumption data, including a
user purchased a certain category of products at a certain time and
location, we obtain a set of user scenes, for example, (female, plaza,
weekend afternoon). Then for each user scene, we combine the
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Figure 2: The architecture of our proposed user consumption intention detection method.
Table 1: 19 types of explicit consumption intention.
Gathering, Cooking at home, Entertainment,
Drinking, Business trip, Beauty, Housewares,
Explicit
Doing exercise, Pets, Snack, Family life,
Consumption
Vehicle maintenance, Leisure activities,
Intention
Massage, Traveling, Grab a bite, Childcare,
Dainty morsel, Training and learning
knowledge of human experts and consumption information (e.g.
category, price, etc.) to set the detailed consumption intentions.
For example, the consumption on cosmetic makeover is related to
the intentions of Beauty while board games is related to Leisure
Activities. We further rede�ne the consumption intentions via
merging and di�erentiating them in di�erent user scenes and obtain
the �nal 19 classes of consumption intentions, showing in Table 1.
It can be observed that the consumption intentions we set include
all kinds of life service consumption. Moreover, for the consumption of some categories with complex desires, e.g. dining, there
are multiple related intentions in detail, each of which focuses on
di�erent aspects, e.g. Grab a bite relates to food that can be eaten
quickly while Dainty morsel relates to food that is greatly pleasing
to the taste. But for those relatively limited consumption categories,
where the desire is simple and uni�ed, we summarize a generalized
intention for each kind, e.g. Pets, Vehicle maintenance.

2.2

Consumption Intention Labelling

After obtaining the classi�cations of intentions, we use reviews
written by consumers based on their experience to match each
consumption with a intention, i.e., user consumption intention labelling. It can be treated as a keywords matching task, where we
need to search whether each review contains the keywords of the
intentions. If the keywords of an intention is included, the consumption data related to the review can be matched with the intention.
Thus, we design a two-stage matching method for consumption
labelling, showing in Figure 2. In the �rst stage, Exact Matching
Stage, we directly use each intention, which is a word or a list of
words, as the keywords, to do exact matching with the reviews. For
most intentions, such as Entertainment and Gathering, we can
directly �nd the words in the review for matching. However, for the
rest of the intentions where the keywords rarely appear and hard to
be found directly in reviews, we need the second stage, Re-de�nition
and Matching Stage. In this stage, we utilize Word2Vec [18, 24] to
obtain the re-de�ned keywords for each intention. The training
set of Word2Vec also comes from reviews. For each sentence in
reviews, we use a sliding window with a length of 2 ⇥ 2 + 1, which

select 2 words before and after, to obtain phrases. Here we use 2 = 2
since our intentions are no more than 3 words. We put the phrase
obtained each time in the training set and use Skip-gram [18, 24]
to �nd the most related phrases for each intention. For example,
reviews like eat home-cooked meals, prepare your own meals
and with simple process are all corresponding to the intention
of Cooking at home. We utilize these phrases as keywords and do
the matching operation again.
With the above proposed consumption intention labelling
method, we can not only label the consumption data related to
common intentions, but further explore those intentions with relatively rare occurrences or more diverse expressions.
By introducing the objective formulation of user scene as (user
attributes, time, location) and incorporating it with categories and
reviews of consumption data, we enrich the semantics and rationality of consumption intentions which sets up the dataset for
following prediction task. This method will be further evaluated by
online evaluation in Section 5.

3

CONSUMPTION INTENTION PREDICTION

To predict the consumption intention of users, we need to comprehensively model all the in�uencing factors. In general, there
are two major types of factors. a) User intrinsic preference implies
higher attention or interests of users for certain aspects of the item,
such as taste style, consumption level, etc. It can be represented
in the interactions between users and items on the platform. b)
Spatio-temporal context implies the current spatio-temporal factor
of the scene and users’ intention could change greatly in di�erent
scenes, as introduced in Section 2.1. Such context information can
be very helpful because most users go to a place with a certain
degree of intention rather than completely wandering around.
To fully utilize all these heterogeneous factors as well as their
attributes for consumption intention prediction, we design a dualstage GCN framework, GRIP for short, to �rst model user intrinsic
preference according to users’ historical interactions with di�erent
categories, and then learn a context-aware intention embedding
with spatio-temporal information, as showing in Figure 3. In GRIP,
the attributes of users are used in both graphs and thus these embeddings are shared in two graphs. Now we introduce the detailed
design of the prediction model.

3.1

User Intrinsic Preference Modeling

In the �rst GCN model, we aim to model user intrinsic preference
for consumption intention prediction, which is represented in their
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Figure 3: The architecture of our proposed user consumption intention prediction method GRIP.
historical behaviors, especially interactions with di�erent items.
For example, if a user only has browsed and purchased high-priced
items on the platform, it means that (s)he is serious about the quality
so may tend not to have the consumption intention of Grab a bite.
However, item-wise preference may be di�cult to fully generalize because of the sparsity of observable user-item pairs. In addition,
di�erent behaviors, e.g., clicking, collecting,purchasing, etc., help
to exploit di�erent types of feedback of users intrinsic preference.
To capture the category-wise users intrinsic preference based on
multi-behaviors, we build a heterogeneous graph consisting of two
kinds of nodes of users and categories and multiple types of edges,
where an edge connecting user node and category node refers to a
speci�c type of user-category interaction behavior.
As showing in Figure 3, we utilize three types of behavior: clicking, browsing and purchasing and three interaction matrices Y1 , Y2 ,
Y3 to denote if user has interacted with categories under these three
behaviors, respectively. Speci�cally, each interaction matrice Y< is
in the binary form, of which each entry has value 1 or 0, de�ned as
follows for( user u and category c,
1, if D has interacted with 2 under behavior <,
<
~D2
=
(1)
0, otherwise.
We represent the interaction data by an undirected graph G =
(V, E, X), where nodes are V consisting of user nodes D 2 * and category nodes 2 2 ⇠. The edges in E contain di�erent user-category
(D, 2)< , < 2
interaction edges of di�erent behaviors, namely
⇣
⌘ #A ,
where #A is the set of all behavior types. - = x 1, x 2, . . . , x |+ | represents the feature vector of each nodes. For users, the feature information is indicated by the pro�les of users (e.g., age, gender, marital,
etc. ). We represent each pro�le with a set of embeddings for different values and denote each user node as u@ = [D@1, D@2, ..., D@% ]
with % pro�les. For categories, the feature information is the ID
< = 1.
of the category. There will be an edge (D, 2)< built when ~D2
Similar to the message-passing architecture in [12], we utilize a
behavior-aware user-category propagation method for better utilization of multi-behavior information. In the category-to-user embedding propagation module, we learn the importance of di�erent
behaviors automatically and assign di�erent weights to categories
interacted under di�erent behaviors. In the user-to-category embedding propagation module, we aggregate the information of neighbor
user for each category directly.
3.1.1 User Embedding Propagation. To consider categories’ in�uence on users according to the behavior type, we assign a weight
for each behavior, namely F< for behavior < and the propagation
weight for a particular behavior < for user D denoted as UD< :
F< · =D<
UD< = Õ
,
(2)
C 2#A F C · =D<

where F< is a behavior-wised importance weight of behavior <,
and =D< is the total number of behavior < operated by user D. To
be speci�c, behavior with larger F will be of higher importance
comparing to behavior with smaller F. UD< is the �nal propagation
weight of behavior < for user D, which will be used in propagation
Õ
layer and < UD< = 1. FC is learned by the model so that the
importance of each behavior can be learned automatically.
For each user D, we aggregate the categories that have the same
behavior interaction together to obtain one embedding for each be(;)
havior, namely ⇥D,< under behavior <, which is de�ned as follows,
⇣
⌘
(;)
(;)
.
⇥D,< = aggregate ⇥2 | 2 2 #<
(D) ,
(3)
. (D) is the set of categories that
where ; refers to the ;-th layer, #<
(;)
user D has interacted under behavior <. ⇥2 is the embedding of
(;)
category 2 in the ;-th layer and ⇥D,< is the category aggregated
embedding for user D under behavior < in ;-th layer. They are
aggregated according to weight UD< and an encoder matrix is used
to obtain the �nal neighbor aggregation for user D, as follows,
© ’
(;+1)
(;) ™
⇥D
= , (;) · ≠
UD< ⇥D,< Æ̈ ,
(4)
<
2#
A
´
(;+1)

where ⇥D
is the embedding of use D in the (; + 1)-th layer and
, (;) is the encoding matrix for aggregation in the ;-th layer.

3.1.2 Category Embedding Propagation. Generally di�erent users
have the same contribution to one category. Thus we aggregate
(;)
(;+1)
user embedding ⇥D 9 for the next layer category embedding ⇥28
as follows,
⇣
⌘
(;+1)
(;)
⇥2
= , (;) · aggregate ⇥ 9 | 9 2 # * (2) ,
(5)

where # * (2) is the set of users that category 2 has connected with,
(;)
⇥D 9 is the embedding for user 9 and , (;) is the encoding matrix
for information aggregation on the ;-th layer.
After propagating
we obtain multiple
represenn through ! layers,
o
n
o
(0)

(!)

(0)

(!)

tations, namely ⇥D , . . . , ⇥D
for user D and ⇥2 , . . . , ⇥2
for category 2. We utilize the representations obtained in the last
layer as the �nal embedding for users and categories. To learn the
parameters in this graph, we employ inner product to calculate the
score based on user-category propagation, as follows,
~ ( D, 2) = ⇥D! · ⇥2! ,
(6)
Then, we use BPR loss [25] to emphasize that the observed interaction, which is instructional for user intrinsic preference learning,
should be assigned a higher score than unobserved ones for this
graph. The loss function
is de�ned as follows,
’
lossbpr =
ln f (~ (D, 2 9 ) ~ (D, 2: )),
(7)
(D,2 9 ,2: ) 2$

where $ = (D, 2 9 , 2: ) | (D, 2 9 ) 2 ' +, (D, 2: ) 2 ' denotes the set
of training data, ' + represents observed links, ' represents unobserved links, and f (·) is the sigmoid function.

3.2

Spatio-temporal Context Modeling

Although the consumption intention is a�ected by the intrinsic
preference of users, it is also strongly relevant to location and time
of the scene. Thus we aim to model these factors together to obtain
a context-aware intention representation for intention prediction.
To �gure out the interior relation between intrinsic preference,
time and location, we construct a graph G = (V, E, X) to encode the
connections. With the user feature vector from Section 3.1, which
re�ects the user intrinsic preference, the nodes V in the graph
consist of user nodes D 2 * , time nodes C 2 ) and location nodes
; 2 !. Edges E representing the co-occurrence relationship between
di�erent nodes which can be generalized as three edge types in the
graph: a)time-location edge, b)user-time edge and c)user-location
edge. To e�ectively model the strength of di�erent connections
among nodes, each edge is assigned with a weight. Here we employ
min-max normalization to calculate weights between nodes. we
denote the co-occurrence matrix as ⇠ and the maximum weight
C; , User-Time edge as ⇠DC and Userfor Time-Location edge as ⇠<0G
<0G
D;
Location edge as ⇠<0G respectively. Then, the normalized weight
of edge between node ? and @ is de�ned as:
C;
8
⇠?@ /⇠<0G
(?, @) is time-location edge,
>
>
>
DC
>
⇠
/⇠
> ?@ <0G (?, @) is user-time edge,
<
>
D;
(8)
⇠?@ /⇠<0G
(?, @) is user-location edge,
?@ =
>
>
> 1
? = @,
>
>
> 0
otherwise.
:
⇣
⌘
- = x 1, x 2, . . . , x |+ | represents the feature vector of each
nodes and consists of three types of vector: user feature vector
u, location feature vector l, and time feature vector t. For users,
the feature information is indicated by the pro�les of users (e.g.,
age, gender, marital, etc.) and each user node is denoted as u@ =
[D@1, D@2, ..., D@% ] for % pro�les. The feature vector of these user
pro�les are shared in user intrinsic preference modeling graph and
this spatio-temporal modeling graph. For times, we categorize the
time slots as working days and non-working days since people’s
lifestyles di�er a lot between these two types of days. Then, we
discretize the time in one day into # units for better modeling. For
locations, the feature information is indicated by the location id.
Since each node possesses only one type (user/time/location), for
types which are di�erent from the node type, the corresponding
feature is set to be zero vectors and the overall feature vector for
each node is x = [u, l, t] 2 R⇡
Based on the built graph, the representation learning method
is
Network (GCN)[16]. Let ⇥ (;) =
⇣ based on Graph Convolutional
⌘
(;)

(;)

(;)

) 1 , ) 2 , . . . , ) |+ | be the matrix of all node embedding vectors
at step ;, where ⇥ (0) = X, the aggregation function is calculated as:
⇣ 1
⌘
1
⇥ (;) = f ⇡˜ 2 ˜⇡˜ 2 ⇥ (; 1) , (;) ,
(9)
where ˜ = + # , and is the adjacency matrix with the identity
Õ
matrix, ⇡ is a diagonal matrix with ⇡88 = 9 ˜8 9 and f represents
the non-linear activation function. Input node feature - serves as
the initial embedding ⇥ (0) and , (;) is the trainable parameters

in the ;-th layer. In this way, for each node, the embedding is updated to the weighted average of itself and its neighbors in the
graph. Since the neighborhood relationship in the graph indicates
co-occurrence in records, via aggregating the high-order neighborhood information for each node, we can utilize the contextualized
information for each consumption.
After propagating through ! layers, we obtain the representations for users ⇥D , locations ⇥; and time ⇥C . We utilize the representations obtained in the last layer as the �nal embedding and
the context-aware intention representation for user scene E can be
computes as follows,
() (D E ) + ) (C E ) + ) (; E ))
rE =
.
(10)
3

3.3

Consumption Intention Disentangling

For di�erent intentions, they are not isolated but have certain relations with each other. For example, the consumption intention
of Gathering and Drinking although not the same, are highly correlated, however, the correlation between Gathering and Training
and learning is relatively weaker. Thus, the consumption intentions
can be classi�ed into the clustering structure, where intentions
belonging to one same cluster are similar, while there are great
contrasts among the intentions belonging to di�erent clusters. To
capture the inter-cluster di�erence and inner-cluster closeness of
consumption intentions, we introduce latent representations for 19
types of intentions e8 = e81, e82, . . . , e819 and generate disentangled
representations. More formally, for the 9-th consumption intention,
9
we disentangle its latent representations e8 into independent
parts as follows,
⇣
⌘
9
9
9
9
e8 = e18 , e28 , . . . , e 8 ,
(11)
where e:8 is the k-th latent intent in�uence for consumption intention. All these parts are in the same dimension ⇡ where ⇡
is the dimension of each context-aware intention representation
rE . To make the di�erent parts of intention representations to be
independent, we utilize the distance correlation [27, 28], which is
able to characterize independence of any two vectors and is zero if
and only if these vectors are independent. So the loss function can
be computed as follows,
’ ’
lossdis =
3⇠>A (E: , E: 0 ) ,
(12)
h

i
⇡
where E: =
2 # ⇥ R is the :-th disentangled
embedding of the 19 consumption intention representations and
3⇠>A is the function of distance correlation de�ned as:
3⇠>E (E: , E: 0 )
3⇠>A (E: , E: 0 ) = p
,
(13)
3+ 0A (E: ) · 3+ 0A (E: 0 )
where 3⇠>E represents the distance covariance between two matrices; 3+ 0A is the distance variance of each matrix.
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Consumption Intention Prediction

To predict the consumption intention of a user with the spatiotemporal context, we compare the context-aware intention representation A E with 19 disentangled embeddings of consumption
9
intentions. The scores for di�erent consumption intentions e8 can
be computed as follows,

9

BE 9 =

r E · e8
kr E k ·

9
e8

.

(14)

We take the consumption intention with the maximum scores
as the prediction result.

3.5

Training and Model Optimization

To overcome the class imbalance of di�erent consumption intentions, we design a multi-class focal loss [19] to down-weight the
data from those consumption intentions of a large amounts of training data in the total prediction loss. Thus the prediction loss is
de�ned as follows:
19
’ ©’
™
W
losspred =
1 ? E 9 @ E 9 log ? E 9 Æ̈ ,
(15)
≠
E 2$ ´ 9=1
where $ denotes the set of training data, ? E 9 = So�max B E 9 =
Õ
4 B E 9 / : 4 B E: , W is a adjustable parameter and @ E 9 = 1 if r E belongs
to the true label, else it is 0.
The entire model with the aforementioned four parts is trained
with standard backpropagation as an end-to-end framework. Thus,
the entire loss function is:
Loss = _1 lossbpr +_2 losspred +_3 lossdis,
(16)
where _1 , _2 and _3 are three de�ned hyper-parameters. During the
training, we alternatively optimize the parameters in user intrinsic
preference modeling GCN and that in context-aware intention
learning GCN.
To evaluate the e�ectiveness of the system, including consumption intention detection and prediction, we conduct both o�ine
experiments and online A/B test. We �rst evaluate the prediction
performance of GRIP on o�ine dataset in Section 4. Then we deploy
the system based on Meituan mobile App’s Homepage for online
evaluation in Section 5.

4 EVALUATION OF INTENTION PREDICTION
4.1 Experimental Settings
Dataset We collect large-scale user behavior logs and consumption
data from Meituan ranging from Jun. 30 to Sep. 24 2020. There are
three types of behaviors, including clicking, browsing and purchasing in user behavior logs. With the consumption intention labelling
method, we label each piece of consumption data with review to
a type of consumption intentions listed in Table 1. We utilize the
user scene, including user attributes, location and time currently as
the input to predict which type the user’s consumption intention
belongs to. Then, to evaluate the performance of our intention prediction model GRIP, we divide the data based on the time span into
training set and test set. More statistics are provided in Table 2.
Baselines We compare our GRIP with three categories of baseline
methods: a) two most representative feature-based prediction models: XGBoost [4] and DeepFM [9], b) two graph embedding based
models: ReconEmbed [39] and GraphEmbed [39], and c) four graph
neural network based models:SA-GCN [37], SA-LightGCN [10],
HAN [34] and HetGNN [38]. The details of these baseline methods
are provided in Appendix A.1.
Metrics To evaluate the performance of prediction model, we use
two widely used metrics, Precision@K (Prec@K) and NDCG@K [12,

Table 2: Summary of statistics of the dataset. ‘# Locations’
indicates the number of location scene we use in spatiotemporal graph. ‘# Category’ indicates the number of item
categories we use in user intrinsic preference modeling
graph. ‘# Users’ indicates the number of users in the training or test data.
Training set
Test set

Time Span
6/30-8/31/2020
9/1-9/24/2020

#Users
339,982
97,947

#Location

#Category

12

824

Table 3: Comparison of overall intention prediction performance of GRIP and baselines.
XGBoost
DeepFM
ReconEmbed
GraphEmbed
SA-GCN
SA-LightGCN
HAN
HetGNN
GRIP

Prec@1 Prec@3 Prec@5 NDCG@3 NDCG@5
0.1120
0.2887
0.3182
0.2103
0.2457
0.1157
0.3010
0.3402
0.2257
0.2816
0.1213
0.3125
0.4103
0.2473
0.3019
0.1274
0.3306
0.4405
0.2556
0.3228
0.1336
0.3219
0.4302
0.2157
0.2916
0.1573
0.3527
0.4457
0.2331
0.3005
0.2620
0.3471
0.5391
0.2411
0.3039
0.1747
0.3836
0.6443
0.2651
0.3861
0.2903 0.4356 0.6857
0.3809
0.4744

14, 36]. The details of the de�nitions are provided in Appendix A.1.
In our experiments, we use the popular setting of = 1, 3, 5 [14, 36]
for evaluation.

4.2

Overall Performance

We start by comparing the performance of our proposed GRIP with
all other baselines. The result is reported in Table 3. From the result,
we have the following observations.
• Our proposed GRIP outperforms all the baselines signi�cantly. Bene�ting from the interaction graph with multibehaviors and spatio-temporal graph for dynamic context, GRIP
is capable of modeling user intrinsic preference and contextaware consumption intentions. Compared to all baseline methods, GRIP obtains the best performance in terms of Prec@K
and NDCG@K. Speci�cally, its relative improvements over the
strongest baselines are 10.80% for Prec@1, 13.56% for Prec@3,
6.43% for Prec@5, 43.68% for NDCG@3 and 22.87% for NDCG@5.
On average, it outperforms the best baseline by 10.26% for Prec
and 33.28% for NDCG. Such improvements on various metrics
demonstrate the e�ectiveness of GRIP.
• Traditional feature-based prediction models perform
worse than graph-based models. We can observe that those
feature-based methods achieve a worse performance compared
with graph embedding based models and graph neural network
based models. The average performance of graph-based models
is higher than the best performance of feature-based models in
terms of 6.52% for Prec@1, 5.39% for Prec@3, 17.35% for Prec@5,
4.13% for NDCG@3 and 6.14% for NDCG@5, wihch indicates
the graph’s power to model the complex relationship among
di�erent in�uencing factors in our problem.
• Graph convolutional methods achieve better performance
compared with normal graph embedding models. SA-GCN

GRIP
No Long-term Interest
No Disentanglement

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.1
Prec@3

0

Prec@5 NDCG@3 NDCG@5
Metric

Prec@3

(a) Model Ablation

Prec@5 NDCG@3 NDCG@5
Metric

(b) Data Ablation

Figure 4: Performance comparison of ablation study.
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Ablation Study

Data Ablation Study. We use multi-behavior data in user intrinsic
preference learning, including clicking, browsing and purchasing.
In order to evaluate the e�ect of the importance of di�erent behaviors and the e�ectiveness of multi-behavior information, we use
only one type of behavior in the interaction graph each time and
the performance is shown in Figure 4(b). It is shown that multibehavior data performs better than any single-behavior data by at
least 8.25% on Prec@3 and 9.71% on NDCG@3. Besides, comparing
the performance of single-behavior data, we can �nd that clicking
data leads to the best performance of learning user intrinsic preference while purchasing data performs worst. This demonstrates that
single-behavior data leads to the loss of some of the information
in user intrinsic preference modeling. Moreover, compared with
the sparse purchasing data, clicking and browsing data can better
re�ect the intrinsic preference of users.

0.3
0.2

In general, the prediction performance not only justi�es the
e�ectiveness of our model, but also demonstrates the rationality
of our design to model both user intrinsic preference and spatiotemporal context information for consumption intention prediction.

Model Ablation Study. In order to evaluate the e�ect of user
intrinsic preference learning and disentangling intention embedding, we remove these two parts from the full prediction model,
respectively. The result is shown in Figure 4(a). It is shown that
the complete model outperforms the model without user intrinsic
preference learning and the model without disentangling intention
embedding by 16.85% and 5.6% on Prec@3 and 18.51% and 6.67% on
NDCG@3, respectively. This demonstrates that both the intrinsic
preference learning and disentangling intention embedding are
essential in users’ consumption intention prediction.

0.4

0.1

Guess You Like Today's Special Local Shop

In GRIP, we utilize a dual-stage graph neural network to combine
intrinsic preference of users and spatio-temporal context in�uence
to predict users’ consumption intentions. An intuitive question is
whether the designed component really help in our model?
To answer it, we conduct experiments on two types of degenerative models of GRIP. The �rst is to remove the utilized components
from the full model, which is called model ablation, while the second
is to remove some types of data we use, which is called data ablation.
We adopt the same evaluation methods with above experiments,
and the performance comparison is shown in Figure 4.

0.5

0.2

0

GRIP
Only click
Only view
Only order

0.6
Metric Value

Metric Value

and SA-LightGCN, which derive the node representation by aggregating the features appearing in the neighborhood, perform
better than ReconEmbed and GraphEmbed, which learn representations for nodes only to preserve their correlations. This
indicates that structure information of the graphs can bene�t the
intention prediction.
• User intrinsic preference modeling is essential. The performance of the three models, ReconEmbed, GraphEmbed and
SA-GCN, which are not able to make use of the interaction between users and item categories and only take spatio-temporal
context information into account, drops signi�cantly compared
with other graph-based models. This demonstrates that modeling
users intrinsic preference from interaction-data is essential for
consumption intention prediction.

2 bedroom suite/2 people
￥257.25/per night

Guesthouse

The scenery outside
is quite beautiful.
start from ￥300

Hot Pot-dinner for
couple

The ingredients are very
fresh.
￥129 ￥381 66% off

(a) Meituan App’s homepage.

Recommendation
List A

Recommendation
List B

Intention
Prediction
Result
IntentionCategory
Relation
Category
List

Item
Hotlist
Item List
(Recall Pool 3)

(b) Online recommendation engine

Figure 5: Illustration of Meituan App’s homepage and its recommendation engine.
To further analyze the in�uence of hyper-parameters and effectiveness of disentangling, we perform hyper-parameter study
and visualization for intention embeddings, which is represented
in Appendix A.3 and Appendix A.4, respectively.

5

INDUSTRIAL RESULTS

We conduct online A/B tests to evaluate the e�ectiveness of our
designed system’s online performance, including consumption intention detection and prediction. Speci�cally, we deploy it at the recommendation engine for Meituan mobile App’s Homepage, which
is the page with the most user behaviors. At the App’s Homepage,
as shown in Figure 5(a), a personalized list of local services can be
exposed to user. As we have mentioned above, consumption intention, as the internal driving force of users’ consumption behaviors,
can well support predicting the behaviors, which is consistent with
the goal of the recommendation scenario at the Home Page. The
user intention can be correlated to a list of services by matching
with services’ pro�les. Speci�cally, we �rst get the category list
related to the intentions with top prediction scores and then for
each category, we select the items with top real-time sales to generate the recall pool. That is, our consumption intention system can
generate a list of services (Recall Pool B in Figure 5(b)). This pool,
together with other two pools generated by two other strategies
of popularity and collaborative �ltering (CF), can be fed into the
re-ranking stage for obtaining the �nal recommendation list. The
online A/B tests are conducted from October 31st to November 7th,
2020, involving about 8 millions of users.
We �rst evaluate the intention prediction module of our system.
To ensure the results can re�ect the e�ect of intention detection, for
intention prediction we only adopt a very simple DeepFM model [9].
We randomly divide users into two buckets, each of which has similar amount of users, and assign them di�erent recall strategies.
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RELATED WORK

Consumption Intention Prediction Consumption intention of
users is an important factor to be considered nowadays, especially for recommender systems. The focus of some recent studies
has turned to what users want (user intention) from what users
like (user behavior) and these studies can be divided into two types.
The �rst type is to use the term intention to refer to the behavior [5, 32, 33], product category [5] or query words [8]. Wang et

PV
+4.01%
-0.91%
+1.73%
+3.16%
+2.17%
-0.83%

PV-CC
+7.33%
-0.51%
+11.79%
+10.10%
+3.11%
-0.92%

1

0.8
Prec@3 Performance

BU
Holidays
Catering
Flash Sale
Kids
Beauty
Hotel

200

MLP
DeepFM
GRIP

180
160
140

0.6

CG Performance

Speci�cally, for the �rst bucket we adopt popularity-based and CFbased recall. For the second bucket, there is an additional intentionbased recall. Note that we keep all the other modules exactly the
same for fair comparison. Two important metrics measuring the
quality of recommendation list, Page View (PV) and Page View for
Cold-start Customer (PV-CC) are used, of which PV-CC emphasizes
whether the recommendation list can attract users to consume a
new kind of service. The relative improvements in di�erent Business Units (BUs) of the second bucket (of which our system are
introduced) compared with the �rst one are shown in Table 4.
From the result, we can observe that for all BUs there are average relative improvements of about 1.55% on PV and 5.15% on
PV-CC. Such improvement can lead to great increase in consumption amount of the platform. Among these BUs, PV improves most
in Holidays by 4.01%, while PV-CC improves most in Flash Sale,
which is a new BU launched by Meituan in 2018, by 11.79%. This
shows the intention-based recall can help customers explore types
of services that has not consumed before greatly. This further validates that directly learning from the behavior data may cause the
model highly constrained by the historical behaviors, as we mentioned in Introduction. Moreover, the slightly decreases of 0.91% on
PV and 0.51% on PV-CC for Catering and 0.83% on PV and 0.92%
on PV-CC for Hotel, are also within the normal �uctuation range
of the market.
We further evaluate our proposed intention prediction model
GRIP. We randomly divide users into three buckets, each of which
has similar amount of users, and assign them di�erent intention
prediction models. Speci�cally, we deploy MLP (Multi-layer perceptrons), DeepFM, and our proposed GRIP as the intention-prediction
model, respectively. We also keep all the other modules the exactly same. Two metrics, Prec@3 (precision of intention prediction)
and Customer Growth of All Business Units, shorted as CG are used.
The reason of using CG, instead of PV or PV-CC, is that CG is a
more critical metric that can better distinguish good or ordinary
intention prediction models. The results of di�erent buckets are
shown in Figure 6. We can observe that our proposed GRIP can
bring about relative improvement of about 44.7% on Prec@3 and
83.9% on CG compared with the DeepFM model. This demonstrates
the e�ectiveness of our proposed GRIP in accurately predicting
user consumption intention and then generating higher-quality
recommendation results.
In short, we conduct extensive online A/B tests on million-level
users to evaluate the real-world performance of our system. The
results demonstrate that a) intention prediction can largely bene�t
the personalized recommendation, especially in recommending
cold-start service types, and b) our proposed intention prediction
model, GRIP, can achieve promising results of customer growth.

120
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0.4

80
60

0.2

40
20

0

0

Prec@3

CG

Metric

Table 4: Result of online A/B Figure 6: Result of online
experiments for our recall A/B experiments for intenmodel.
tion prediction model.
al. [32, 33] indicate the complex relations between user behaviour
and intentions that intentions are the driving factors of actions
and one intention requires a series of relevant actions to accomplish with psychological theories. So they use the series of relevant
actions to represent the intention. Chen et al. [5] claim that user
intention carries two aspects of information: the category of products that a user tends to interact with and the way the user wants
to perform the interaction. Thus, they formulate user intention
as a tuple of action type (e.g., click, purchase, etc.) and product
category tag, i.e., (action, category). Fan et al. [8] present several
words describing the product in the search box without any input
from users as the result of their intent recommendation.
In another type of researches, they utilize latent representation
for intentions [21, 31, 35] to improve the accuracy of recommender
systems. Wang et al. [35] establish as set of intent-aware graphs,
based on the fact that a user generally has multiple intents to adopt
certain items and di�erent intents could motivate di�erent user
behaviors, to learn latent representations for intents and distill the
signals of user intents. Liu et al. [21] set an intent embedding for
the instant intent of users’ current browsing and employ the intent
embedding for online recommender systems.
Di�erent from the researches above, in this work, we propose to
explicitly express the desire or demand of users to consume a kind
of service or product as the consumption intention.
Heterogeneous Graph Recently, the heterogeneous graph, consisting of multiple types of nodes and/or links, has been leveraged as a powerful modeling method to fuse complex information and applied to many tasks such as recommender system [1, 8, 13, 26, 34, 40] and natural language processing [3, 20]. The
usage of semi-supervised models [16, 30, 34, 38], where there exist
some labeled vertices for representation learning enriches the representation ability in heterogeneous graphs. For example, GCN [16]
proposed a localized graph convolutions to improve the performance in a classi�cation task. GAT [30] used self-attention network
for information propagation, which leverages a multi-head attention mechanism. GCN and GAT are popular architectures of the
general graph networks and can be regarded as plug-in graph representation modules in heterogeneous graph, such as HetGNN [38],
HAN [34]. In this work, we take advantage of heterogeneous graph
to model di�erent kinds of in�uencing factors for consumption
intention prediction and learn representations for them.
Disentangled Representation Learning In consumption intention prediction task, the internal structure of consumption intention is complex, which makes it di�cult to learn. Recently, some
works [6, 35, 42] utilize the disentangled representation learning

method for capturing di�erent in�uencing factors, respectively.
In this work, we target at exploiting the relations and structure
of intentions rather than the in�uencing factors to learn disentangled representations for consumption intentions. The result
demonstrates that there is indeed a clustering structure of which
the intentions belonging to one cluster are highly correlated and
similar, while there are great contrasts among the intentions belonging to di�erent clusters for consumption intentions. Moreover,
the disentangled representation is able to capture the inter-cluster
di�erence and inner-cluster closeness.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we build a system consisting of consumption intention
detection and prediction to understand the internal driven force of
user consumption behaviors. The consumption intention detection
method aims to explicitly reveal intentions of users’ consumption
from their reviews. For prediction, we design a dual-stage graph
convolutional network model. O�ine experimental results demonstrate that our prediction model can improve the performance by
6%-43% over state-of-the-art prediction models. Our system has
also been successfully deployed on the Meituan’s mobile App’s
Home Page. Results on the billion-scale industrial dataset further
con�rm the e�ectiveness of our system in practice.
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A

APPENDIX FOR REPRODUCIBILITY

In the appendix, we provide the detailed descriptions of baseline
models and metrics for the comparison of intention prediction.
Then we introduce the parameter settings in the o�ine experiments. The hyper-parameter study and case study of our proposed
consumption intention prediction model, GRIP is then given.

A.1

Baseline Model and Metric

Baseline Models We give the implementation details about all
compared methods as follows.
• XGBoost [4]: It is a gradient boosted classi�cation tree approach
based on the gradient boosting machine. The weight for each
factor is updated during training and the forecasting result is
calculated as the weighted sum of all factor values.
• DeepFM [9]: It combines FM and deep neural network to low
and high order feature combinations simultaneously. We utilize
a fully-connected layer for prediction with the concatenation of
all feature combinations as the input.
• ReconEmbed [39]: It is a general representation learning model
for spatio-temporal activity prediction and samples randomwalks from the graph to learn embedding vectors for nodes. We
adapt this method to a graph with three kinds of nodes: time,
location and intention. We utilize time and location embedding to
generate context-aware intention representation and the prediction function of inner product to calculate the score for di�erent
consumption intentions.
• GraphEmbed [39]: It is a general representation learning
model for spatio-temporal activity prediction and learns lowdimensional representations by preserving �rst and second-order
proximities in the graph. We adapt this method to a graph with
three kinds of nodes: time, location and intention and three types
of edge types for the co-occurrence relations. We utilize time
and location embedding to generate context-aware intention
representation and the prediction function of inner product to
calculate the score for di�erent consumption intentions.
• SA-GCN [37]: It is a state-of-the-art method in spatio-temporal
prediction and adopts Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) with
meta path-based objective function to combine the structure of
graph and the attribute of nodes. We adapt this method to the
graph with three kinds of nodes: time, location and intention and
three types of edge for the co-occurrence relations. We utilize
time and location embedding to generate context-aware intention
representation and the prediction function of inner product to
calculate the score for di�erent consumption intentions.
• SA-LightGCN [10]: It is a state-of-the-art method to learn node
representations and capture interactions between nodes. We
adapt this method to the graph with four kinds of nodes: user,
item category, time and location and four types of edge for the
co-occurrence relations and use pair-wise interaction for each
single-typed edge with the transformation methods in LightGCN.
We utilize user, time and location embedding to generate contextaware intention representation and the prediction function of
inner product to calculate the score for di�erent consumption
intentions.
• HAN [34]: It is a general heterogeneous graph learning method
to obtain representations of the nodes by aggregating information

from the features of their neighboring nodes with di�erent typelevel attention and node-level attention. We adapt this method
to the graph with four kinds of nodes: user, item category, time
and location. We utilize user, time and location embedding to
generate context-aware intention representation and the prediction function of inner product to calculate the score for di�erent
consumption intentions.
• HetGNN [38]: It is a stat-of-the-art heterogeneous graph learning method. For each node, it �rst aggregate the features of its
neighbors of each type, and then aggregate the neighbors information of di�erent types with attention. We adapt this method
to the graph with four kinds of nodes: user, item category, time
and location. We utilize user, time and location embedding to
generate context-aware intention representation and the prediction function of inner product to calculate the score for di�erent
consumption intentions.
Metrics To evaluate the performance of prediction model, we
use two widely used metrics, Precision and NDCG [12, 14, 36].
Speci�cally, for each case in test set, with the prediction scores for
di�erent consumption intentions, we form a ranked list by sorting
these 19 consumption intentions according to their scores in a
descending order, where we use A0=: (B6 ) to denote the position
of the ground-truth intention in the ranking list. Then, we form a
top- intention list by picking the top ranked intentions from the
list. With this ranking list, the two metrics are de�ned as follows,
• Prec@K. If A0=: (B6 )  , we have a True Positive case. To avoid
biases from consumption intentions with a large amount, we
computes the precision for each intention type and then compute
the mean for all intention types.
• NDCG@K. If A0=: (B6 )  , we have a hit and otherwise, we
have a miss. It assigns higher scores to hits at a higher position
in the ranking list, which emphasizes that for each test case, the
right intention should be ranked as higher as possible.

A.2

Parameter Setting

For above baselines, we explore hyper-parameters similarly as the
original paper. For our dual graph neural network consumption
intention prediction model, GRIP, we list the parameters in the
user intrinsic preference modeling graph and the spatio-temporal
context modeling graph respectively in following. For user intrinsic
preference modeling graph, the node embedding size is set to 32,
which is suitable to learn a strong representation embedding for
users and item category [7, 12]. We try several layers for this graph
and �nd ! = 3 to be the best. For spatio-temporal context modeling
graph, the node embedding size is set to be 96 (where the embedding
size for each type of feature vector is 32). The number of discrete
time units in one day is set to 24. We try several layers for this
graph and �nd ! = 2 to be the best.
We optimize all deep learning models with Adam optmize [15],
having batch size �xed to 2048. We search !2 regularizer and learning rate in [10 6 , 10 5 , 10 4 , 10 3 , 10 2 ] and [0.001, 0.005, 0.01,
0.05, 0.1], respectively. Furthermore, we use early stop to detect
over-�tting, and the training process will be stopped if Prec@3 on
the validation set does not increase for 20 epochs.
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Figure 7: Impact of number of disentangled parts of intention embeddings.
Figure 9: Visualization of the learned t-SNE transformed
representations derived for disentangled embedding of consumption intentions.

A.4

(a) Prec@3

(b) NDCG@3

Figure 8: Impact of coe�cient in the joint loss.

A.3

Hyper-Parameter Study

We analyze the e�ects of two hyper-parameters used in our consumption intention prediction model, GRIP, including the number
of disentangled independent parts of intention representations and
the coe�cient in the joint loss.
• Number of disentangled independent parts of intention
representations. We vary it in [1,6] (where 1 means ) and compare the intention performance of all metrics, which is shown
in Figure 7. We can observe that even only one selected series
to be used in the decoding stage, the forecasting performance
can have a huge improvement, compared with not using OMN.
Furthermore, within a certain range [1-6] (where K = 1 means
not restricting the latent representation of intentions to be disentangled), the forecasting precision continuously increase as
number of independent components gets larger but tends to get
worse when it exceeds 4.
• Coe�cient in the joint loss. It controls the weight of each
component in GRIP and is a very important parameter of
our method. Note that _1 + _2 + _3 = 1, we tune _1
in [0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0, 45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6] and _2 in
[0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8]. Then we plot the
performance of Acc@3 and NDCG@3 in Figure 8. When _1 and _2
are given, then value of _3 is determined. Therefore each block
represents a setting of (_1, _2, _3 ). And in these three �gures,
deeper blocks means better performance. The best performance
of GRIP is achieved at the same setting, (0.3, 0.6, 0.1) for both metrics, which represent a relatively large _2 which is the coe�cient
of prediction loss and a relatively low coe�cient of disentangling
loss. This is also consistent with the �ndings in our ablation study.
The result is shown in Figure 8.

Case Study

To analyze the e�ectiveness of disentangling and the representation
of consumption intentions, we perform their visualization for embeddings showing in Figure 9. We set the number of disentangled
independent parts = 4 and record the output embeddings. Then,
we project them to 2D for visualization using t-SNE [29] where
the 2D result will be more clustered if the embedding vectors are
more similar. As we can observe, the intentions are well separated
into four clusters, which demonstrates that the intentions are not
isolated but have certain relations, speci�cally, clustering structure.
For example, the �rst category, which contains Snack, Grab a bite,
Gathering , Dainty Morsel and Drinking are intentions related to
eating or drinking outside. This veri�es that although the internal
structure of consumption intention is complex, GRIP is capable of
capturing their relations and structure with the help of disentangled
representations of consumption intentions.

